Trash Action

getting ready

You'll need:
• One die (dice)
• A place marker for each player (make your own using bag tabs, bottle caps, paperclips, etc.)
• A watch with a second hand
• The set of question cards cut out, stacked, and placed facedown
• Two or more players

playing the game

1. Take turns rolling the die and moving your place marker ahead the number rolled.
2. If you land on a red arrow, follow it through the illustration to the red star.
3. If you land on a square with "pick-a-card," take the top card and read the question out loud. You have one minute to give your answer.
4. If a player thinks you are wrong, she can shout, "That's trash!" and look in Trash Action for the answer. If your answer is trash (wrong), lose your next turn. If you are correct, take an immediate extra turn.
5. If you can't answer a question, check in the book and share the answer.
6. The first player to reach square 80 wins. You must roll the exact number to win. For example, if you're on square 78, you must roll a one or a two, but cannot move if you roll greater than two.

playing with teams

• With four or more players, divide into two teams, such as the bottle caps versus the bag tabs.
• Take your turn and move your place marker but work as a team to answer questions within one minute.
• You can give away extra turns to a partner to advance your team, but the order of play remains the same.
• A team wins when all its players reach square 80.

Storing Your Game
• Make your game last longer by pasting the question cards onto recycled cardboard from a cereal box or other packaging.
• Keep the cards, die, and place markers in a plastic container with a lid.